Open jobs for students and graduates at HP Software R&D

Computer Science Students for Dev/ automation/ QA
- Computer science Student - Must
- 12-18 month to graduate date- Must
- Average of 85+ is a Must
- Knowledge in JAVA- Advantage

Computer Science Graduates for Dev/ automation/ QA
- Computer science Graduate - Must
- Average of 80+ is a Must
- Knowledge in JAVA- Advantage

Java/J2EE developer
- B.Sc in computer science/ SW Eng.
- 2+ years of experience in JAVA/J2EE development
- Strong C/S side capabilities
- Strong design skills and independence
- Knowledge in HTTP, Web Service, JSP, EJB3
- JPA & Hibernate - advantage
- Glassfish Application Server – advantage
- Strong Team player

.NET/C++ Developer
- B.Sc in computer science/ SW Eng.
- At least 2 years experience as a C# programmer- Must!
  At least 2 years experience as a C++ programmer- Must!
- Experience in WPF technology – Advantage
- Experience in programming/design in enterprise systems

CV’s to: jobs2@hp.com